ABSTRACT. Brick partitionings are used repeatedly to prove, by definition, the classical Kline 2-sphere characterization.
Introduction.
The Kline theorem states that if M is a Peano continuum not separated by the omission of any two points but separated by every 1-sphere, then M is a 2-sphere. The use of brick partitionings makes it possible to obtain this result. The bulk of the proof constitutes showing the existence of a sequence of brick partitionings G., G2, • ■ ■ having the following properties: each brick of each G ■ has a 1-sphere for boundary; the closure of each brick of each G ■ has connected complement; each brick of each G. may be broken into two bricks by an arc in the closure of the brick spanning the boundary of the brick and having appropriate end points such that the two new bricks may replace the original brick in G so that G retains the properties stated above; and G+1 is a l/z-refinement of G .
In addition to the esthetic value of proving the Kline theorem by definition, the Zippin 2-sphere characterization and the Jordan 2-sphere characterization are obtained as corollaries.
A result which is a corollary to the Kline theorem is reproved here without using the Kline theorem.
Bing proved the Kline theorem in [l] . He reproved the theorem in [3] using brick partitionings. Each proof depends on a construction which is stated in this paper as Lemma 1.
A contradiction is denoted by ® . There is an arc of M -K spanning Bd K with end points x and y.
There is an arc a of V containing x and y and also a point of Int ( Proof. The proof will be done in sectionalized form.
( Consolidate all the bricks h of H fot which h n ß 4 0. Call this brick h . 
